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Bravo textile is located in Shuyang Intelligent Textile Industrial zone, 
Jiangsu province,its origin is in Huzhou City of Zhejiang-National Textile 
Province.
We mainly deal in manufacturing most woven fabrics and export& 
import business. Although we are a new company, but we have been in 
this line for more than twenty-five years.We have over 10,000 
advanced machines with an annual output of 1 billion meters of various 
microfiber fabrics.Our products have been exporting to tens of countries 
and regions such as mid-east, southeast Asia, Africa,which enjoy good 
reputation in the field.
With rich experience, advanced machinery, high professional and modern 
management, our capacity has allowed us to serve customers all over the 
world. All producing process is under strict control, from material 
preparing, fabric weaving, dyeing or printing, products making to 
packing details. And there is no need for you to worry about new 
design&style with us, as we have responsibility on exact search, fast 
proofing and wide source.

About Us



Perfect Environment



Production Process-Weaving



Production process-Brushing



Production process-Dyeing



Production process-Heat Setting



Production process-Checking&Packing



Finished Fabrics



Finished Fabrics



Products and Usage

bedding sets

table-cloth linings

curtains or bath curtains



Solid Fabrics

100%Polyester microfiber dyeing fabric for the 
lining of garments and pocket.

Fabric type:Plain fabric, Twill Fabric

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 55gsm~100gsm

Width: 150cm~280cm

MOQ:3000 meters per color

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Yarn-dyed Fabrics

Moire yarn-dyed fabrics are greatly suitable 
for making curtains or bath curtains,show out 
cationic look ,simple but generous

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 210gsm

Width: 210cm

MOQ:3000 meters per color

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Jacquard Fabrics

Special woven textiles,dark stripes with light 
stripes show out,greatly suitable for making 
bedding sets or table-cloth.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 70gsm

Width: 240cm

MOQ:3000 meters per color

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Embossing Fabrics
Special embossing process to form a 
concave-convex feeling,various geometric 
patterns,national flavor
Handfeeling like raincoats,it can so 
effectively barrier steam and drops of 
water that be used widely for bath curtains 
and table-cloth.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 100gsm

Width: 250cm

MOQ:3000 meters per color



Printed Fabrics-national patterns

100%Polyester microfiber printed fabric for 
bedding sets,curtains,table-cloth,garments etc.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 80gsm~140gsm

Width: 150cm~280cm

Pigment/disperse printed in thousands of 
designs

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Printed Fabrics-Africa wax fabrics

100%Polyester microfiber wax printed fabric 
(double side) for African garments

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 85-120gsm

Width: 115cm

wax printed in thousands of designs

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Printed Fabrics-national patterns

100%Polyester microfiber printed fabric for 
bedding sets and curtains.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 80gsm~140gsm

Width: 150cm~280cm

Pigment/disperse printed in thousands of 
designs

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Printed Fabrics-geometric patterns

100%Polyester microfiber printed fabric for 
bedding sets,curtains,table-cloth,garments etc.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 70gsm~140gsm

Width: 150cm~280cm

Pigment/disperse printed in thousands of 
designs

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Printed Fabrics-floral series

100%Polyester microfiber pigment printed 
fabric for table-cloth.

Composition: 100%polyester

Weight: 100gsm

Width: 230cm

Pigment printed in thousands of designs

Always with Competitive Prices and Ensured 
Quality



Bedding sets



Bedding sets



Bedding sets



Bravo textile will be your ideal partner keep pace with 
you,we warmly welcome you to open up the boundaries 
of communication.


